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ABSTRACT 

The significance of dynamic in cost estimation for the structure configuration process connotes the 

prerequisite for the two architects and venture chiefs. A survey is conducted by downloading different apps 

which are there on play store and by studying then we come to know about then that they can’t be used by a 

layman, those apps can be only used by a civil engineer. One more thing the steps for using that app which 

are very tough. From that app, you can find out the cost and quantity of material for superstructure but there 

is no option for substructure. We have developed an app which will help to resolve all the problems which is 

faced while using other apps. Like in our app we will provide easy use. By providing the basic information 

the person will come to know about the cost and quantity of material. With our app they will be able to 

calculate the cost for super structure as well as sub structure. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Our project is related to quantity surveying app. We are developing one app on why a person or company 

can calculate the cost and the quantity of material used for the construction by filling the basic information 

about the building. With the help of the app, the person will come to know the cost which will be near to the 

cost will he has to spend on construction; if possible then it can differ by 5% of the given cost will come. 

With the help of our app, a person can calculate the cost and material used in the foundation which is not 

possible with another app. We are providing the result just not for a residential building but with our app, 

anyone can calculate the cost for different buildings. 

1.1 OBJECTIVE: 

1. To provide the platform so that a lay man can calculate the cost and quantity of raw material for the

construction. 

2. To provide easy use in comparison to other apps.

3. By giving the basic information such as plot area, type of BHK, etc user will get their desire result.

4. The app will be there on play store so any one can download and use.
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5. The app will be free of cost. 

6. The working of the app will be easily understood by users. 

The basic challenge was for us to make an app which can we used by lay man so we started searching all the 

other apps which are there on play store, after we had to make an app layout. One of the biggest challenges 

was calculation part. We have to do that type of calculation from which a desire value can be obtained. After 

the coding work which app developer will do, so we have found out one app developer which can 

understand our concept and make that app which we want? For the calculation we have to know the quantity 

surveying which was the main part us 

2. COMPONENTS OF WORK 

Our main components are which are mostly use in structure and the cost of the structure can be increased or 

decrease by those components. Our components are 

1. Brick 

2. Cement  

3. Reinforcement bar 

4. Fine aggregate 

5. Coarse aggregate 

2.1 Excel: For the calculation, we are using excel. Our app will be connected with excel and on excel 

formulas will be there; when the values will be given it will automatically calculate and give the result. Till 

now we are completed with 858, 1050, 1500, 1800, and 2000. And our calculation is almost the same as 

real-life construction. For that, we have done the survey from two different builders from 2 different states. 

3.  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In starting we looked for the different apps of quantity surveying in which we found that there is a huge 

complication while using the apps. So, we decided to make an easier app in which we can provide the easiest 

way to calculate. So as per our plan, we started with making an app layout and we started learning quantity 

surveying. As our project was in progress, we had talked with the app developer which would be helping us 

with making the app. Our app is available on android play store that is free for everyone. Anyone can 

download it and use it 
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Figure 01: Layout of model 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

 

Figure 02: estimation of cost as per material wise 

5. CONCLUSION 

I want to conclude my report with a quotation which is our group motto also “Create with the Heart, Build 

with the Mind”. Now we are all ready to launch our app on play store and we are sure for which we have 

made this app that will be successful. we have made an app that can help a layman to calculate the cost and 
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quantity of raw material for the construction of their house. We have made our app by taking care of the 

needs of a layman like easy use, need to put less information or basic information and it will be easily 

available on Google play store. 
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